
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

SMALLWALL PEGBOARD 

“Physical Fun for All” 

EXERCISES 
 
HA NG TOUGH  
 
These will help build initial strength as well as get you used to holding onto the 
pegs. Grab hold of the pegs and try to hold on without touching the floor) for as 
long as you can  
 
PULL  UPS 
 
Pull yourself off the ground and hold that position for as long as you can  
 
OFFS ET PULL  UPS  
 
Use the peg board to perform pull ups but offset one peg higher than the other. 
This will aid you in climbing around on the boards.  
 
SI NGLE  ARM HANGS 
 
These are dead hangs again, but you’ll be hanging off just one arm rather than 
two. Make your you use both hands and try to hand again for a set period. 
 
SWI NG 
 
Keeping the pegs level, bring yourself up into a raised pull up position. Then gently 
swing yourself from side-to-side. See how many you can do and build on that   
 
T OP  BOTTO M 
 
To get used of climbing its best to get used to using the pegs by doing simple up 
down movements on the board. Start by lifting the right-hand up one, followed by 
the left. Then move back to your starting position  
 
HORIZONTAL  CL IMB  
 
This is climbing from side-to-side. Start on the left side and work your way across 
the pegboard one hole at a time and return again to your starting position. 
 
VERTICAL  CL IMB  
This is climbing from bottom to top. Start at the bottom and work your way to top of the pegboard one hole at a time and 
return again to your starting position. 
 
 
HINTS FO R USING SMALLWALL  PEG BOA RD 
Climbing SmallWall peg boards are mostly about practice. However here are a few hints that will help you 
improve:  
 
Chin up – try to keep your chin just above peg height as you climb as this is a more appropriate position for 
climbing.  
 
Use your back – Climbing uses your back so remember to engage your upper back and keep it tight as you climb.  
 
Shift your weight – Using your bodyweight helps you move about the board, especially when moving sideways. 
Climbers do this a lot and even though it will be difficult at first, it will help you get about much better.  
 

 


